Introduction
In this guide, we are not only going to take you
through the benefits of running social media ads
for talent, but we’re also going to share with you
3 incredibly effective, yet simple steps to make
$100,000+ a month from merch sales.
The career lifespan of any talent, celebrity, creator
or influencer is unchartered territory. You have
witnessed stars rise and fall at alarming rates, just
as we have. Brands will not always be flooding your
inboxes with collaboration opportunities and very few
live to be the talk of the town forever.
That is why it is crucial that you’re consistently
building a standalone brand for your client’s high
intent audience, and an effective merch strategy is
exactly how you do that.

rch
An effective me
strategy is how

you

create lifelong

fans.

They may not go to every concert,
show, meet and greet you offer, but
they will consistently purchase quality
products that make them feel close to
you. Take advantage of this.
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Do it right,
or don’t do
it at all.

3

Please note that it’s not enough to just
be spending on Facebook and Instagram
ads haphazardly. We’ve done ad account
audits for huge names that work with
some of the biggest management
companies in the world and they
are achieving results that I define as
DISRESPECTFUL.
The creative, copy and targeting used is
all extremely cookie cutter and is not at
all reflective of the talent’s personality,
interests or vision.

After speaking with dozens of managers in the industry, we’ve
discovered that literally all the ads these big labels and agencies run are
exactly the same for ALL the talent they manage.
It’s virtually a ginormous waste of money. I don’t care if your label,
agency or management team is investing in your ad spend if they are
just running the same exact ads (generic graphics, music video snippets,
and basic tour posters) as everyone else, I promise you are getting the
same mediocre results.
Instead, try these battle-tested strategies yourself.
They’ve worked for dozens of our clients in the entertainment space, as
I’m sure they’ll work for yours.
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3 Incredibly Effective, Yet Simple Steps To Make An Extr
$100,000+ A Month From Merch Sales:

Online advertising today is one of the most difficult things to master
and scale due to all the competition on these platforms. However, as a
manager, your clients already have the major key to success on these
platforms in their back pocket: A large fanbase.

Next, you need:

1

Effective Campaign
Optimization + Targeting

2

Persuasive Copy

3

Resonating Creative
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Effective Campaign
Optimization
+ Targeting
I’d recommend either running a
value-based campaign or a purchase
conversion campaign with bid or
cost caps. Then throughout the week
constantly be adjusting those bids.
That is how you’ll guarantee super-low
CPAs and massive scale.

Take advantage of bidding because, with the power of your preexisting
organic reach, you can tell Facebook exactly what you want to spend
and what you don’t, while still maintaining maximum volume.
The average CPA I see for talent-branded products priced at $45 is
$9.23. While the average CPA for a nontalent-branded product at $45 is
$18.22.
That’s why you need to advertise.
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Well executed talent campaigns return at MINIMUM 3x more than traditional
brands. Facebook Ads were created for you and your clients to win.
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Persuasive
Copy
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The quality of your ad copy is
extremely important because it
directly affects the clickthrough rate
of your ads.
Copy that’s too passive might
confuse a customer, while copy
that is too aggressive might irritate
a customer. It’s important to have a
team that specializes in mastering
your client’s voice with a direct
response tone that can move your
audience to buy on the spot.

As managers of influencers, creators, and artists, you must understand
and capitalize on their power.
Since the focus of these ads is always them, if done correctly, most, if
not all end up resonating so deeply with your market that it gets shared,
friends tag friends, and leave comments. Facebook then begins to value
your ad because of all the social proof it’s growing and you have just
produced an extra audience of free marketers through this incredible
flywheel effect.
Most ads are boring and inspire one emotion: get the fu*k off my screen.
Don’t do this.
Listen to your audience, creep through the comments and go deep into
relevant hashtags.
It’s important to find ways to connect your audience deeper to your brand
and make them feel closer to you, close enough that they want to buy.
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Resonating
Creative
Create content that feels native
to the platform. On these highly
saturated platforms, it’s important to
equally stand out, but also fit in.
Instead of posting a selfie that focuses on you looking hot, rather take
one of you looking hot in your merch. It’s a very fine line, but those are
two entirely different shots, and that’s where a lot of talent screws up.

Understand that nobody wants to be sold, but everyone wants to buy.
Most people hate ads, so try your best not to feel like one.
Don’t overproduce your creative. It shouldn’t feel like some elaborate
production because that’s not what Instagram, Facebook or Tiktok were
designed for. Your ad content should feel organic, in line with your voice
while still pushing a direct response.

Wrapping It Up
Would you like to get a 5x ROI on your Instagram and
Facebook ads? Not running ads yet, but are ready to
take things to the next level?
Drop us a line if you have any questions or if you’d
like to hop on a call for a free strategy session.

I 90 Days or Give Your

RO
We’ll Get You A 200%

, You Can’t Lose.

y No Risk
Money Back. Absolutel

WARNING
Before you claim your free strategy session you must understand that
this is only for people serious about growing their profits and have
at least $6,000 per month to spend on Facebook + Instagram ads.
Our goal is to maximize your sales. To do that, we need to grab your
client’s fan’s attention, delve into their emotions and trigger those deep
psychological triggers that make them want to buy from you. If that
idea makes you squeamish then you should close this page and get on
with your day. BUT if you are ready to electrify your merch sales and
skyrocket your profits...

Free 30-Minute Strategy Consultation

